
Nuplus for babies: 

It was always my plan to exclusively breast feed my baby.  Even before Pacey arrived my 
husband Matt and I had decided to bring our child up without a bottle or pacifier using only 
the breast to nourish and comfort him. However at the age of ten weeks old Pacey began to 
create a sensitivity to my breast milk and so I went through an elimination process of foods 
to help solve the problem. However we later learnt that the issue was due to an over supply 
of breast milk causing Pacey to receive too much milk for his small digestive system to 
process. When he began to pass stools with streaks of blood at ten weeks of age, this was 
very concerning and frustrating for me as I could not seem to resolve the reason why this 
was occurring. Our midwife advised us to consider a formula, but as a mother I felt this was 
the most unnatural source of nutrition I could give my baby. After reading a few reviews 
online and consulting with our Kinesiologist Nola Ann, we decided to try Pacey on 2 table 
spoons of Nuplus mixed with breast milk at twelve weeks old.  

We fed the Nuplus to Pacey via a spoon and he quickly learnt the art of eating. After just 
one serving of Nuplus we did not encounter another stool with blood. Due to the immediate 
results and no digestive issues from the Nuplus I slowly began to introduce more Nuplus 
into Paceys diet. By 6 months of age Pacey was eating two packets of Nuplus a day and 
crawling. At seven months Pacey was walking with abundant strength and body 
coordination.  

He is now eleven months old, starting to work on his running skills. We have changed from 
Nuplus to Vita Delight for now as he loves the chocolate flavour and I believe the added 
protein is allowing him to feel deeply nourished while he enjoys being outdoors and active 
most days. I am convinced that Sunrider has helped Pacey to start the first year of his life 
with optimal nutrition. We are amazed at how healthy and strong his body is at just eleven 
months of age.  
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